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ABSTRACT

In this paper the usual site percolation problem with single

concentration is generalized to the one that contains two independent

concentrations. Using the real space renormalisation technique we

derive an exact transformation for the one dimensional lattice and a

cluster transformation for triangle lattice in two dimensions. The

critical exponents and the percolation threshold concentrations

obtained are the same us those of the usual single concentration

percolation problem. Critical line and flow diagram In the two

concentration parameters space are also given.
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Because of its similarity to thermal phase transition, percolation theory

has received much attention in recent years and has found wide application

in the study of disordered system since it was first introduced in the mat he-

matical literature by Broadbent and Hammersley [1957] {for recent reviews

see Deutscher, Zallen and Adler [1983] and Essam (198O|). The two simnliest

percolation problems are the aite and the bond percolation problems.

Many extended percolation models, stach as site-bond (Shapiro [1979]), di-

rected bond (Btease [1977]).random directed bond (Dorogovtsev [1982])

and polychromatic (Deutscher [1983] and Zallen [1977] percolation, have

emerged in the development of the percolation theory. Real spiice renormal-

ization had been proved to be a powerful tool in the study of the critical

behavior of the percolation problem and there have been many success-

ful works on the problems (see Shapiro [1979], Blease [1977], Dorogovtsev

|1982], Reynolds, Klein and Stanley [1977], Young and Stinchcombe [1975|

and Burkhardt and Van Leeuwen [1982] ). In this paper we generalize the

problem to the one that contains two independent concentrations (see the

text below ). By using the real space renormalization scheme as that in

Reynolds, Klein and Stanley [1977] and Burkhardt and Van Leeuwen [1982],

we analysis the critical behavior of the system for an one dimensional lattice

and a two dimensional triangle lattice.

The model is described as follows. Consider a d-dimensional lattice



on which two components A and B with fixed regular configuration are

located ( in other words, a superlattice composed of a lattice that contains

component A and a lattice that contains component B ). Now on each

sublattice, one allows any site of it to be occupied or unoccupied with the

corresponding concentration pA for sublattice A and pg for sublattice B

which are independent (i.e. one dilutes sublattice A and B independently).

With the above defined occupied and unoccupied site, one can ask the same

s i te pe r co l a t i on q u e s t i o n fo r t h i s r u i p e r l a t u i e e . r?hi:-i p rob lem i s s i m i l a r t o

that of the polychromatic percolation described in Deutscher, Zallen and

Adler [1983] and Zallen [1977]. However they are different. Instead of the

single dilution in the polychromatic percolation, it has multi-dilution in the

present model and allows one to have multi-independent concentration of

the components. In the simplest case, it is the percolation model with two

independent concentrations, of which we will investigate for some particular

lattices in this paper. This problem is intereating for the following reasons.

First, one can investigate the percolation behavior when part of the space

translation symmetry is just broken ( pA ^ PB and PA ~ PB )', Second,

one can see what happens when one more dimension is weakly linked to

the percolation system (p,, ~ pAo and pB <~ 0) ; Third, there are many

correspondences in the multi-dilution for the absorbed systems.

The simplest one in this model is the superlattice (as shown in figure [lj)

in one dimension, which ia composed of two sublattices ( black site one {A)

and the white site one (B)). For subtatttice A, we assign it a concentration

pA and sublattiee B, ps- To make the renormalization transformation

for such a special system one must note the following point: i.e. it is

only possible for one to choose an odd number of s i tes as thn renormal ization

cluster because the same symmetry about the A sites and the B sites in

the original lattice must remain after the renormalization transformation.

Now we select three continuous sites as a renormalization cluster. As seen

from figure 2, there are two different renormalization schemes ((a) and (b))

for one to choose. However the two schemes will result in the same critical

point and the critical exponents. The only difference is in their Bow diagram

as can clearly be seen from the calculations. For scheme (a) we have the

renormalization transformation

PA = PAPB

PB =

(1)

from which we arrive at the saddle fixed point p'A = pAo = 1 and p*B =

pBo = 1. The linearization of the transformation at the saddle fixed point

allow us to calculate the largest eigenvalue of the transformation. The

result is AM1 = 3. Thus the critical exponent is given by

u = log,& = }0%l = l (2)
logAm a l log 3 ^ '

This is exactly the same as that obtained in the usual one concentration

site percolation problem. The flow diagram is given in figure 3 (a). In (b)
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scheme we have the following renormalization transformation

f PB = PAPB

(3)
I PA = PBPA

For this transformation we obtain the same critical concentrations and the

exponent as that in scheme (a). The only difference here is the flow diagram

shown in figure 3 (b). In scheme (a) any point except the fixed points in the

concentration parameters space will tend to the stable fixed points along

a single flow line (which is marked by a 'black arrow + ' ) after making

the renormalization transformation for infinite times, while in (b) it will

tend to the fixed point along a couple of flow lines (which is marked by a

'white arrow f ' ) in an oscillational vay. The pair lines are symmetric about

the line PA = PB < ' e - o n e °f them is the image of the other with the line

as their mirror. For oscillation we mean that a point on one flow line will

be mapped on to its imagine flow line after the transformation.

In two dimensions, we consider the simplest one which is a triangle

lattice. The superlattice structure is shown in figure 4. In this case, we

select the smallest triangle that contains three sites as the renormalization

cluster (Reynolds, Klein and Stanley [1977]) and define a renormalized site

to be occupied if two or more than two sites of the cluster are occupied

Again in choosing the cluster one must notice that the symmetry about A

sites gand B sites in the original lattice must remain in the renormalized

T&t If H N i « < ; - - . I T : . : ••. .m •*•

** ,**,

l a t t i ce . A successful selection for the renonnalization cluster for

triangle la t t i ce and other kinds of l a t t i ce in two dimension had been

given in (Burkhardt and Van Leeuwen [1982]). For the same cluster the

two renormalization schemes are given in figure 5, from which we arrive

at the renormaliz&tion transformations. For scheme (a)

PB = - 2 P | P A + PB + %PBPA

(4)

For scheme (b)

PB =

I PA = ~1P%PA + PB

Both the two transformations give rise to the same saddle fixed point

(5)

= \
(6)

and the same largest eigenvalue of the linearized renormalization transfor-

mation at the saddle fixed point

" ~ 2

Thus the critical exponent is

log f

(7)

(8)

I t is j u s t t h e s a m e as t h a t o b t a i n e d in ( R e y n o l d s , K l e i n and n t a n l e y [1977])-

This flhowr, I.hnt both the ;, infle ^oncenti-ation and the double concentration

belong to the same universal class.
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The two flow diagrams are shown in figure 6 (a) and (b) sublattice

respectively. With the renormalization transformations (4) and (5), the

following critical line can be deduced

PB = 1 - PA (9)

From the flow diagram and the critical line given above, we see clearly

that the percolation region is p^ + PB > 1 and the unpercolation region is

PA + PB < 1 - So whenever the condition PA + PB > 1 is satisfied the system

will always be percolated and vice versa.

To conclude we have extended the site percolation problem to the one

with two concentration. From the renormalization group analyzing for the

two dimensional triangle lattice, we find that the exponent is the same as

that of the usual percolation with one concentration. However the percola-

tion problem with two concentrations allow us to build up the flow diagram

in the pure site percolation, from which we indicate that for the triangle

lattice described above whenever the sum of the two concentrations is larger

than 1 the system will always be percolated.
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Figures Caption

1. Figure 1 : An one dimensional superlattice composed of sublattice A

(plack one) and sublattice B (white one). The concentration for each

sublattice is pA and pg respectively.

2. Figure 2 : Symmetric selection for the renormalization clusters, (a)

The transformation maps the cluster with two black sites and one

white site to a renormalized black site and the cluster with one black

site and two white sites to a renormalized white site, (b) The opposite

selection of (a).

3. Figure 3 : Flow diagrams for the superlattice shown in Figure 1. The

black arrow \ represents the single line flow and the white arrow |

represents the osciilaton couple line flow.

4. Figure 4 : A two dimensional triangle superlattice composed of two

sublattices A (black one) and B (white one) . The concentraton is p^

and PB respectively.

5. Figure 5 : Symmetric selection for the renormalization clusters, (a)

The transformation maps the cluster with two black sites and one

white site to a renormalized black site and the cluster with one black

site and two white sites to a renormalized white site, (b) The opposite

selection of (a).

6. Figure 6 : Flow diagrams for the superlattice shown in Figure 4. The

black arrow^ represents the single line flow and the white arrow ]

represents the osciilaton couple line flow.
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